**FACT SHEET**

**POLYTECH MARSEILLE**

**ENGINEERING SCHOOL**

MARSEILLE, FRANCE

---

**BASIC INFORMATION**

**Erasmus Code:** F MARSEIL84

**Campuses:** Luminy, Chateau-Gombert et St. Jerome

**Level of study for student exchange:** Bachelor (Bac +3) and Master (Bac+4, Bac+5)

**Polytech International Office:**
polytech-ri@univ-amu.fr

**Mail for nominations:**
mathias.nicod@univ-amu.fr. Please cc polytech-ri@univ-amu.fr

**Nominations deadlines:**
- Full year or only Fall semester: April 1st
- Only Spring semester: November 1st

---

**APPLICATION DOCUMENTS**

1. MoveOn application link (the link is sent to students after nomination by their home university)
2. Curriculum Vitae/Resume
3. Cover letter
4. Academic transcript of records of undergraduate and graduate studies (if any)
5. Certificate of language proficiency (French)
6. Learning agreement
7. Letter of recommendation (in French or in English)

---

**ACADEMIC INFORMATION**

**FIELDS OF STUDY**

- Biological Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Industrial Systems Engineering
- Computing Science
- Materials Engineering
- Mechanics and Energy
- Microelectronics and Telecommunications

Click on the field of your interest to find more information

**Language requirements**

Currently, all courses are in French. A certificate of French language is requested (Level B1 is the minimum accepted and B2 is highly recommended)

In September 2023, some taught-in-English courses will be available. Level B1-B2 of English will be requested.